Revolutionize collaboration, communication, and decision making processes by providing cost effective, time and life saving solutions for professionals in all walks of life.

Let’s use the analogy of a video conferencing system. Integrators specialize in identifying the requirements associated with a complex system like video conferencing and developing a solution. They do not just sell cameras and call that a video conferencing system, or if they do then they aren’t in business very long. In the same manner, talking about a drone without talking about all of the associated components is missing the mark. That is the current state of the market in the drone Industry; companies are all pitching individual products and not pulling together an entire solution – until now!

DVS is just a customizable compilation of all the various components, both hardware and software, solution applications, command & control, to include training and regulatory certification. On a daily basis, integrators deal with complex video conferencing systems and or complex video camera surveillance systems, so there is absolutely no reason they should not also be dealing with complex video camera systems that float in the sky.